Statement of Changes in Net Assets/Equity
Southbrook School
For the year ended 31 December 2018
2018 ACTUAL

Budget
2018
(UNAUDITED)

2017 ACTUAL

Equity
479,662

479,662

425,410

33,928

91

47,253

513,590

497,753

479,662

Retained Earnings

513,590

497,753

479,662

Equity at 31 December

513,590

497,753

479,662

Balance at 1 January
Total comprehensive revenue and expense for the year
Contribution - Furniture & Equipment Grant
Equity at 31 December

-

6,999

The above Statement of Changes in Net Assets/Equity should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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STRATEGIC AIM:
Southbrook School will be a high quality teaching and learning environment where effective learning outcomes are driven by our evolving
curriculum, where children are challenged and motivated to be self-directed, inquiring learners.
ANNUAL AIM:
LITERACY Our target is to raise the literacy achievement of all our students throughout the school, with particular emphasis on:
Boys writing Y1-8
Baseline Data:
The National Standards at the end of 2017 indicated that Year 1, 8 boys were Below (38%), 13 boys were At or Above (62%)
Year 2, 3 boys were Below (20%), 12 boys were At or Above (80%)
Year 3, 12 boys were Below (57%), 9 boys were At or Above (43%)
Year 4, 9 boys were Below (38%), 15 boys were At or Above (63%)
Year 5, 8 boys were Below (29%), 20 boys were At or Above (71%)
Year 6, 9 boys were Below (39%), 14 boys were At or Above (61%)
Year 7, 10 boys were Below (63%), 6 boys were At or Above (37%)
Year 8, 9 boys were Below (47%), 10 boys were At or Above (53%)

Actions: (what did we do?)
Specific in class teaching
and learning programmes.
A.L.L writing programmes
school wide.
School writing Rubric.
School wide moderation.
Professional Development
during Staff meetings /
teachers continually
sharing ideas.
Ongoing Review and
monitoring.
Gathering summative data.
Parent education.

Outcomes: (what happened?)

Reasons for the variance: (why did
it happen?)
The Curriculum Levels at the end
Improvements occurred as a result
of 2018 indicated that –
of:
A continued Professional
Year 1, 9 boys were Below (53%),
development in Writing
8 boys were At or Above (47%)
and a continued focus on
Year 2, 9 boys were Below (47%),
implementing Sheena
10 boys were At or Above (53%)
Cameron and Louise
Year 3, 8 boys were Below (48%),
Douglas writing symbols
9 boys were At or Above (54%)
across the school.
Year 4, 13 boys were Below (52%),
Using A.L.L from Year 2-8 .
12 boys were At or Above (48%)
Ensuring that students who
Year 5, 11 boys were Below (50%),
have been part of the
11 boys were At or Above (50%)
programme are cotinued to
Year 6, 18 boys were Below (58%),
be monitored.
13 boys were At or Above (42%)
Continued development
Year 7, 14 boys were Below (70%),
and increased
6 boys were At or Above (30%)
understanding of eAsTTle
Year 8, 14 boys were Below (83%),
across the school on top of
3 boys were At or Above (18%)
current writing exemplars.
Continue to review
The data shows some progress
consistency of marking
through the year. There is less
criteria / moderation
boys working well below / below
across other schools to
curriculum level, however the data
ensure we are consistent
still shows concerns for our boys
with expectations.
and their writing.
Enhancement of our
There is a cohort of boys at most
formative assessment
Year levels who have are not
practices to ensure they
engaged in their learning,
are useful and relevant.
This will ensure we better

Evaluation: (Where to next?)
Moving into 2019 we plan to
continue to cater for our boys and
their learning – boys club, boys
A.L.L writing group and
opportunities for the boys to have
hands on experience (building,
gardening, playing based learning)
Our target groups will be boys in
Year 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 who are Below
or Working towards the
appropriate Curriculum Level for
their year.

therefore we need to build
relationships first.
A.L.L writing has been a powerful
tool for at least 30 of our boys.
Story telling programme in Year 1
has also had a big impact on the
boys and their oral language and
articulating their ideas.
Moving into 2019 we plan to
continue to cater for our boys and
their learning – boys club, boys
A.L.L writing group and
opportunities for the boys to have
hands on experience (building,
gardening, playing based learning)

support the needs of each
learner through prompt
and appropriate action.
Our collaborative
environments and teaching
/ learning opportunities
continue to ensure greater
engagement levels from all
our learners and therefore
allows students to learn at
/ move further towards
their ‘potential’ within
learning.
Quality modelling and
enhanced purpose in our
Writing programmes here
at Southbrook School.

Southbrook School
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STRATEGIC AIM:
Southbrook School will be a high quality teaching and learning environment where effective learning outcomes are driven by our evolving
curriculum, where children are challenged and motivated to be self-directed, inquiring learners.
ANNUAL AIM:
LITERACY Our target is to raise the mathematic achievement of all our students throughout the school, with particular emphasis on:
Mathematics in Years 5, 6, 7 & 8
Baseline Data:
The National Standards at the end of 2017 indicated that Year 5, 6 students were Below (12%), 45 students were At or Above (88%)
Year 6, 14 students were Below (35%), 26 students were At or Above (65%)
Year 7, 8 students were Below (21%), 30 students were At or Above (79%)
Year 8, 7 students were Below (19%), 30 students were At or Above (81%)

Actions: (what did we do?)
Specialised teacher
revisited each Learning
Space twice throughout the
year to continue to
motivate teachers.
Specific in class teaching
and learning programmes.
School wide tracking
sheets.
Beginning to development
of school wide
mathematics strand.
Professional Development
during Staff meetings /
teachers continually
sharing ideas.
Ongoing Review and
monitoring.
Gathering summative data.
Parent education

Outcomes: (what happened?)
The Curriculum Levels at the end
of 2018 indicated that –
Year 5, 22 students were Below
(58%), 16 students were At or
Above (42%)
Year 6, 23 students were Below
(39%), 35 students were At or
Above (60%)
Year 7, 18 students were Below
(49%), 19 students were At or
Above (51%)
Year 8, 10 students were Below
(25%), 30 students were At or
Above (76%)
There has been a very positive
variance in the data from this
cohort group over the year. The
data shows less students are
Below the National Standard in all
groups.
Our Year 5 cohort have
progressed, however it is a
concern that 58% are not
achieving at the Year 5 expected
Curriculum Level.
Our Year 6 cohort have progressed
well with 60% of the students now

Reasons for the variance: (why did Evaluation: (Where to next?)
it happen?)
Improvements occurred as a result Moving into 2019 we plan to
of:
accelerate at least 50% of Year 3 /
4 / 6 students who are currently
The continued contact with working towards the expected
our Maths specialist
Curriculum Level in Mathematics.
working alongside our
Target students will be monitored,
staff.
supported and scaffolded.
Increasing teachers
Target students will be discussed
mathematical
regularly at Learning Space
understanding through
meetings to monitor progress.
ongoing quality
Professional development. Seesaw will be used to
communicate with parents,
Parent evenings and
celebrate learning and to give
workshops.
positive feedback.
Enhancement of our
Learning Space teachers will model
formative assessment
and encourage questioning to
practices to ensure they
deepen students’ understanding of
are useful and relevant.
mathematical concepts.
This will ensure we better
Learning Space teachers will use
support the needs of each
materials to support visualisation
learner through prompt
of numbers and the understanding
and appropriate action.
of strategies.
Our collaborative
environments and teaching Year 4 -8 Learning Space teachers
will provide regular opportunities
/ learning opportunities
continue to ensure greater to master basic facts.
engagement levels from all Target students will be able to
our learners and therefore articulate what level they are at
allows students to learn at and their next steps.
/ move further towards

achieving at the expected
Curriculum Level.
Our Year 7 cohort show progress
from Well Below Curriculum Level
(16-1) and 8% to 51% working at
expected Curriculum Level.
Our Year 8 cohort shows progress
across the year with now 76% of
students working at / above
Curriculum Level.

their ‘potential’ within
learning.
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STRATEGIC AIM:
Southbrook School will be a high quality teaching and learning environment where effective learning outcomes are driven by our evolving
curriculum, where children are challenged and motivated to be self-directed, inquiring learners.
ANNUAL AIM:
All of our Maori Students will make progress in all areas of their academic work and their cultural understanding/belonging. The target group
will be the students who are currently working Below the expected level (National Standard). The target for this group is to at least reach their
expected level (National Standard) depending on their age/stage.
Baseline Data:
At the end of 2017, we had 36 students who identified themselves as Maori. 16 Females and 20 Males
The National Standards at the end of 2017 indicated that Writing:
Below – 39% (14 students – 5 Females / 9 Males), At – 22% (8 students – 3 Females / 5 Males), Above – 39% (14 students – 12 Females / 2 Males)
Reading:
Below – 25% (9 Students – 6 Females / 3 Males), At – 6% (2 students – 2 Males), Above – 69% (25 students – 10 Females / 15 Males)
Maths:
Below –19% (7 Students – 1 Females / 6 Males), At – 78% (28 students – 14 Females / 14 Males), Above – 3% (1 students – 1 Female)

Actions: (what did we do?)
Specialised maths teacher
to work with groups and
Learning Spaces
throughout the school
once a week for the year.
Specific in class teaching
and learning programmes.
School wide maths tracking
sheets.
Maths Professional
Development during Staff
meetings / teachers
continually sharing ideas.
Ongoing Review and
monitoring of programmes.
Gathering summative data.
Parent education
A.L.L writing programmes
school wide.
School writing Rubric.
Contract with Kapahikatia
to work alongside our lead
Kaiako.

Outcomes: (what happened?)
At the end of 2017, we had 36
students who identified
themselves as Maori. 16 Females
and 20 Males
The National Standards at the end
of 2017 indicated that Writing:
Below – 49% (23 students – 6
Females / 17 Males), At / Above –
51% (24 students – 16 Females / 8
Males)
Reading:
Below – 33% (16 Students – 7
Females / 9 Males), At / Above –
64% (32 students – 15 Female / 17
Males)
Maths:
Below –50% (24 Students – 13
Females / 11 Males), At / Above –
50% (24 students – 9 Females / 15
Males))
Progress has been made for our
Maori students in writing over the
year. 51% are now achieving at /
above Curriculum Level, while 23
students have progressed at least
1 sub level to 1 level.

Reasons for the variance: (why did
it happen?)
Improvements occurred as a result
of:
Continuing to promote and
value Tikanga.
Continued support and
drive from our Lead Kaiako
is hugely beneficial.
Continuation of working
alongside specialist maths
‘expert’ who has worked
with many groups of
students school wide
throughout the year.
Increasing teachers
mathematical
understanding through
ongoing quality
Professional development.
Parent evenings and
workshops.
Enhancement of our
formative assessment
practices to ensure they
are useful and relevant.
This will ensure we better
support the needs of each
learner through prompt
and appropriate action.
Our collaborative
environments and teaching

Evaluation: (Where to next?)
Moving into 2019 we plan to
continue to provide opportunities
for our Maori students to succeed
as Maori. Our Maori student
attainment levels are generally
consistent with our other
ethnicities. They participate in
consistent teaching and learning
programmes that are sensitive to
cultural differences and continued
professional learning opportunities
for staff, in Te Reo and Tikanga,
have allowed them to be more
sensitive to the needs of our Maori
students as a collective. The
opportunities to include cultural
elements into our daily school life
has further enhanced the value
our Maori whanau have in
learning. We will continue to grow
all cultural opportunities across
the school.

Progress has been made for our
Maori students in Reading over
the year.
In Term 1 23 Maori students were
well below Curriculum Level in
Reading. In Term 4 32 Maori
students are now at / above
Curriculum Level.
Progress has been made for our
Maori students in Mathematics
over the year.
In Term 1 36 Maori students were
achieving Below Curriculum Level
in Mathematics. In Term 4 24
students are now achieving At /
Above Curriculum Level.

/ learning opportunities
continue to ensure greater
engagement levels from all
our learners and therefore
allows students to learn at
/ move further towards
their ‘potential’ within
learning.
A.L.L programme ensuring
that students who have
been part of the
programme are cotinued to
be monitored.
Working alongside
Kapahekitea tutors to
further deepen our Maori
programmes.

